I agree with Dr MT Naughton's interesting opinion expressed in 'Cheyne-Stokes respiration: friend or foe?' in his recent opinion in Thorax.
1 Central sleep apnoea with Cheyne-Stokes respiration (CSA-CSR) indeed has multiple features more likely to be compensatory than injurious in heart failure (HF). His view, however, seems to lack insight into the heart-lung interaction in CSA-CSR, and reminds me of the fundamental question of 'why does the heartbeat synchronise with respiratory rhythm?'. 2 In polygraphic recording in a HF patient with CSA-CSR (figure 1A), heartbeats are clustered during the hyperventilation period and scattered during the apnoeic period of CSR-CSA with cyclelength of approximately 90 s. This phenomenon is known as an entrainment of heartbeats, and the fluctuation in ventilation during CSA-CSR amplifies the oscillation in heart rate even in the absence of hypoxia or arousal from sleep. 3 The stroke volume has been reported to increase 25% during the hyperventilation period compared with the apnoeic period, 4 with the cardiac output to be thereby increased by at least 25%.
Despite the different time-constant, the entrainment of heartbeats in CSA-CSR could be superimposed on respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) featuring heartbeats clustered during inspiration, and sparse during expiration (figure 1B). We have already demonstrated in an experimental animal study, however, that efficacy of pulmonary gas exchange is improved by RSA. 5 I consider that RSA, as well as CSA-CSR in HF, might not simply be the secondary products of other known reflexes, but could well play physiological roles. Supposing the teleology of the coexistence of CSA-CSR with HF is to improve the efficacy of pulmonary gas exchange, it might function to curb energy expenditure by reducing unnecessary heartbeats during the apnoeic period and unnecessary ventilation during the waning phase of heartbeats for failing heart with easily fatigued respiratory muscles.
The majority of HF patients are complicated by CSA-CSR, which is more enhanced during sleep than wakefulness, and during exercise than resting. 6 Cardiopulmonary efficacy must be improved to compensate for the inability to adopt the physiological changes induced by sleep and exercise in HF. And this is what has reminded me of the wisdom of nature in the RSA heart-lung interaction.
If CSA-CSR in HF could play an active physiological role, I agree with Dr Naughton that CSA-CSR is friend (compensatory), not foe (injurious and, thus, a possible therapeutic target), of HF and that the mechanisms of this phenomenon must be further investigated.
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